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PLAY AREA SCHEDULE

1. Two towers with curved bridge, steel posts, st. steel slide (Ref: PCM201000-0602)

2. Two seat swing, 2.5m frame with anti-wrap bearings (Frame Ref: SW900201-0909, Seat Ref:
SW990011-00)

3. Csaw (Ref: M193)

4. Nest swing, 2.5m frame with anti-wrap bearings (Frame Ref: SW900301-0909, Seat Ref:
SW990051-00)

5. Supernova (Ref: GXY91600-3417)

6. Four tower with bannister bars (Ref: PCM410103)

7. Wacky Spinner (Ref: ELE50007-3717BL)

8. Play tower & house with balcony, steel posts, st. steel slide (Ref: PCM201400-0602)

9. Dune buggy (Ref: M17001-01P)

10. Two seat cradle swing, 2.0m frame with anti-wrap bearings (Frame Ref: SW900200-0909,
Seat Ref: SW990025-00)

All equipment above as  supplied by Kompan (www.kompan.co.uk) or similar approved.

MUGA

11. Predator MUGA - 3.0m Predator sports fencing system to entire perimeter, entrance gate,
and with 3.0m curved back goal end featuring basket ball hoop and backboard and
pedestrian entrances, as supplied by Lightmain (www.lightmain.co.uk) or similar approved.
Internal surface: black tarmacadam with pcc edging, with basketball and football
linemarking. All fencing/gates/goal ends to be finished in RAL 6005 powder coating.

Any substitutions to the specified equipment or manufacturers to be approved by the LPA
prior to installation.

All play equipment and layout proposals to be specified in accordance with the
requirements set out under BS EN 1176 and the Disability Discrimination Act.  Following the
agreement of play equipment and the general arrangement the selected manufacturer's
details will be submitted to the local council for approval along with the finalised proposals
and accompanying certificates and details.
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Safety surfacing

Self-closing gate
1.0m high flat top self-closing gate, as supplied by Easy Gate (www.easy-gate.co.uk) or
similar approved, installed to manufacturers specification. Powder coated finish, colour:
Blue (RAL 5005)- contrasting colour to fencing to aid partially sighted users.

Seat 

1.0m high bow top fencing

MUGA Surface
Black tarmacadam surface with pcc edging.

Wet Pour safety surfacing as supplied by Novasport (www.novasport.co.uk) or similar
approved,  to be installed to manufacturers specification and in accordance with BS EN
1177. Colours: Gy - Green with yellow fleck; B - Blue.

1.0m bow-top fencing to be installed to BS:EN1176. Specifcation: 40mm x 10mm
horizontal bars, 16mm diameter solid round vertical bars at 100mm centres.  Bays at
2.75m with 2 support feet per bay. Posts to be 50 x50 rhs steel, capped with steel inserts.
Panels fixed to posts using anti-tamper fittings - 10mm shearnuts or similar approved. Posts
to be set in minimum 700mm depth undisturbed ground and each held in place with
300mm x 300mm x 600mm C30 concrete. All fencing and posts hot-dip galvanised and
polyester powder coated posts in RAL 6005.

Glasdon Phoenix seat (BX 2040-BP) as supplied by Glasdon (www.uk.glasdon.com)
supplied as Brown Envirpol slats with below ground anchor kit or similar approved,
installed prior to installation of safety surfacing.

MUGA Fencing
3.0m Predator System fencing, as supplied by Lightmain (www.lightmain.co.uk) or similar
approved. Refer to below MUGA schedule.
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MUGA Gate
1.2m wide pedestrian entrance gate, integrated within fencing, as supplied by Lightmain
(www.lightmain.co.uk) or similar approved. Refer to below MUGA schedule.
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